
Droids D6 / Industrial Automaton 2-1B surgical droid

Name: Industrial Automaton 2-1B surgical droid

Manufacturer: Industrial Automaton

Class: Medical droid

Degree: First class droid

Height: 1.77 meters

Dexterity: 1D

Knowledge: 1D

         Alien Species 5D

Mechanical: 1D

         Bacta Tank operation 5D

Perception: 1D

         Injury/Ailment Diagnosis 6D 

Strength: 1D

Technical: 1D

         First Aid 6D, Medicine 9D

Equipped with:

         Computer interface tether (5 meters long). When

connected to medical mainframe, adds +2D to all medical

skills)

         Visual and Auditory sensors - human range

         Medical Diagnosis Computer

         Analytical Computer

         Stabilizing feet (reduces difficulty levels due to environmental conditions such as unsure footing)

         Hydraulic legs  (reduces difficulty levels due to environmental conditions such as turbulence/ground

tremors)

         Vocabulator

         Hypodermic injector (Some models)

Move: 4

Cost: 4,300 (new)

Description: 2-1B-series medical droids, also known as 2-1B surgical droids, were a model of medical

droids that was common throughout the galaxy during the Clone Wars and Galactic Civil War.

Characteristics

Humanoid in appearance, all 2-1B series droids were equipped with encyclopedic memory banks. Their

memory banks and modular limbs helped ensure that the droids gave the best course of medical

treatment in any given medical situation. The droids also had stabilizing feet, hydraulic legs,



vocabulators, hydraulics covered by a transparent shell, and some even had hypodermic injectors.

2-1B droids boasted remarkable joint articulation coupled with their precision-crafted servogrip pincers,

which could be replaced with multiple attachments to suit various requirements. The droids could be

upgraded to specialize in neurosurgery, alien biology, cybernetic limb replacement, pediatrics, and

podiatry.

Though they were designed to treat humans, they were able to treat the diseases and injuries of millions

of different species using stored data. They often worked alongside FX-7 medical droids. Due to the need

to care for patients, 2-1B droids spoke numerous languages.

History

Republic Era

2-1B droids were popular since the Republic Era. The droid TB-2 was a 2-1B droid stationed on the G9

Rigger-class light freighter Twilight during the Clone Wars. He was originally a hologram, but was

eventually uploaded into a body and stationed on the Venator-class Star Destroyer Resolute.

Other notable 2-1Bs were used on worlds such as Naboo, Alderaan, and Coruscant. One droid became a

bartender working at Chalmun's Spaceport Cantina on Tatooine. Other notable droids were also

stationed on the Resolute and the Kaliida Shoals Medical Center.

Imperial Era

During the Imperial Era, The Galactic Empire used millions of 2-1B droids throughout its territory. One

such unit later broke free and came to be known as 2-1B Delta.

The 2-1B droid G2-1B7 served the Partisans during the early rebellion against the Empire. G2-1B7 kept

the Partisans' leader, Saw Gerrera, alive due to his ailing health.

2-1B was another notable surgical droid. He served the Alliance to Restore the Republic, and operated

on the Alliance Commander Luke Skywalker. The droid treated Skywalker with bacta after he was

attacked by a Wampa, and was later personally requested by Skywalker to treat him again after

Skywalker lost his hand to Darth Vader. He would go on to be a member of the crew of the Home One

during the Battle of Endor. Another 2-1B droid served at Jabba's Palace. However, after he fell out of

favor with Jabba he was tortured by the taskmaster droid EV-9D9 until both of his arms were ripped out

of their sockets.

New Republic Era

During the New Republic Era, the 2-1B droid 2MED2 served the Resistance during the Cold War and

was assigned to help a team of Resistance fighters transport the First Order RA-7 protocol droid O-MR1,

who was believed to know the location of Admiral Gial Ackbar, who had been captured by the First Order.

On the way back to the Resistance base, the team's ship crashed on an unknown planet and the only

survivors were 2MED2, O-MR1, the protocol droid C-3PO, the construction droid CO-34, and the two

security droids PZ-99 and VL-44. The group of droids worked together to get home, but along the way

every droid except C-3PO and O-MR1 were destroyed by creatures native to the planet. 2MED2 was



destroyed in an attack from a can-cell. 
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